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brand experiences

Bruce Jewett has helped build in excess of 120 brands in nearly 85 categories.  This diversity enables us to offer 
you best practices and marketing solutions across multiple markets, adapted to your specific needs.

Abenaqui Carriers
Advanced Concrete Technologies
Advanced Fire & Security
AES Corporation
Alarm & Communication Technologies
American Red Cross
Atlantic Shutter Systems
Baby’s Comfort
Beansprout.net
Beverly National Bank
Berkshire Grill
Blue Cross Blue Shield
Boston Globe
Boy Scouts of America
Brazo
Brookline Bank
Cambridge College
Cape Cod Lumber
Carolina Brewery
Cathartas Investments
Center for Association Leadership (ASAE)
CertainTeed Corporation
Chestnut Heights
City of Beverly
CJ Architects
Communica
Construction Services of NH

Controlled Energy Corporation
Counterpart International
Cracker Barrell Restaurants
CrazeeHeads
Creative Associates Intl.
Cross Media
Dennis K. Burke Oil
DeStefano Architects
Dexter Shoe
Digital Prospectors Corporation
Dreyfus
Earth Footwear
Easton Electronics
Edutainment Worldwide
Edward Alexander Designs
Energy Star
Etonic Lofts
Fastlane Coaching
Fidelity Investments
Field2Base
First National Bank of Ipswich
Fleet Bank
Full Spectrum Software
Gas Light Company
GBMC
Geoman
Green Monkey

Guardian Industries 
Harvey Construction
HealthBridge
Health Tour
Hill & Barlow
Hilton Hotels
Hoist Away Bags
Holdings Golf
Hoping Skills Company
Hopkington Consulting
HouseNeeds
Hunneman Real Estate
Infinite Imaging
John Harvard’s Brew House
Kettle Cuisine
La Paz Taqueria
Leddy Group
Licensing Executives Society
Litscher Eye Consultants
Lockheed Windows
Logan’s Roadhouse
Lynn Ladder & Scaffolding
Maibec Industries 
Market Street Talent
Marriott Hotels & Resorts
Marshmallow Fluff
Massachusetts Travel & Tourism
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McMahon Communications
Mid-America Corporation
Mija Inc
Nichols College
Northeast Energy Efficiency Partnership
Opechee Inn
Paradigm Windows
Perumma Financial
Pierce-Cote Advertising
Polaroid
Portsmouth A La Carte
Princeton Classic Mouldings
ProHeat Direct
Ravensburger International
Riddell Sports
Ristorante Massimo
Rochester Electronics
Shanley Realtors
Share In My Day
Silva Graphics
Steamship Authority
TalentQuest 
Tamarack Technologies
Tangram 3DS
Tapco Tool Company
TechBoston
The Foundry
The Trustees of Reservations
Thor’s Hammer Vodka
TMS Architects

Tobey Design Group
Todd English Restaurants
Ultra-Flex Moulding
Unicare Health System
Union Station Brew House
Versacon
Veryfine
Vinny Testa’s Restaurant Group
Waltham Beef & Provisions
Waterline Industries
Wayfarer Development
Whirlpool Corporation
Willis International
Woods Kitchen & Bath
Zoots Dry Cleaning

brand experiences
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category experiences

Double-0 has a proven track record in over eighty business categories and the spectrum of clients served multiplies 
regularly so there’s a pretty strong chance that we’ve built a brand in your market.

Alarm equipment
Apparel
Appliances
Architecture
Associations
Athletic goods
Automobile components
Banking
Beverages
Building materials
Cable Communications
Catering
Children’s goods
Commercial printing
Communications
Computer training
Concrete production equipment
Construction
Construction tools & equipment
Consumer goods
Craft beer production
Distribution
E-commerce
Education
Electronics
Energy
Executive placement services
Exterior decor
Finance

Fine woodworking
Fire safety
Food Services
Footware
Furnishings
Golf
Government
Healthcare
Health maintenance
Health services
Heating & cooling equipment
Hospitality
Household goods
Household goods
Human resources
Insulation products
Insurance
Investment services
Legal services
Leisure
Life safety
Manufacturing
Manufacturing equipment
Media
Microbrewing
Mobile communications
Moulding
Museums
Natural resources

Non-Profit
Outdoor gear
Personal services
Plumbing supply
Power / Energy equipment
Real estate
Real estate development
Recruiting
Remodeling
Restaurants
Retail
Safety equipment
Shutters
Siding materials
Social services
Software
Sporting equipment
Technology
Transportation
Travel & Tourism
Utilities
Windows & Millwork
Wholesale foods
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double-
m a r k e t i n g

Client: Leddy Date: 3/3/2011     Job Number: FLF-11028 
Project: Print Ad            Version: 1
Size: 8.5” x 11” Production: 4C /bleed

110 recipes for superheroes at 
www.marshmallowfluff.com

Superheroes need their 
cape, mask and flashy suit. 
And super snacks too.

Marshmallow Fluff

Consumer Print Ad
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85 Years. 110 Recipes. MarshmallowFluff.com

The recipe for a happy
holiday starts with Fluff.

 

Marshmallow Fluff

Consumer Print Ad
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85 Years. 110 Recipes. MarshmallowFluff.com

It’s easy to bake from 
the heart with Fluff.

 

Marshmallow Fluff

Consumer Print Ad
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85 Years. 110 Recipes. MarshmallowFluff.com

Bake up a batch
of smiles with Fluff.

 

Marshmallow Fluff

Consumer Print Ad
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Show your boss how 
valuable you are. Leave.

Boston Sunday Globe

Tired of the same 
o l d tax bracket?

Boston Sunday Globe

The Boston Globe Outdoor

The Boston Globe

Outdoor Display Ad
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S o m ew h e re beneath Sweden lies a lake of such purity it’s considered the best nat u r a l ly existing water on eart h . Its ri ch

mineral content, combined with the finest wheat and careful triple-distillation, makes our vodka one of the smoothest

you can find.Which is good, since you won’t find our water.

                           find     .
if         .

 ’ .       o f    .

From just below the Arctic Circle, 60 meters underground, comes what is considered the best naturally existing water

on eart h . Its ri ch mineral content, c o m b i n e d with the finest wheat and careful tri p l e - d i s t i l l at i o n , m a kes our vo d k a

i n c re d i bly smooth. And that makes our water well wo rth hiding.

  ,           .
  ’       fo r             .

 ’ .      o f    .

T h o r’s Hammer Vodka Trade & Consumer Print
Thor’s Hammer Vodka

Consumer Print Ads
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Client: AES Corporation Date: 2/7/2011 Job Number: AES-0154

Project: AES-IntelliLoader Trade Ad, Security System News                           Version: Mech
Size: Trim 8.125” x 10.875”; Bleed 8.375” x 11.125” Production: 4C w/ bleed 

What alarm dealers 
in the know, know

AES Corporation

Trade Magazine Print Ad
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First National Bank of Ipswich

Consumer Print Ad
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First National Bank of Ipswich

Consumer Print Ad
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First National Bank of Ipswich

Branch Promo - Direct Mail & Print Ad
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Willis International

Trade Magazine Print Ad
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What’s in it for me?

As an association CEO or C-level executive, who do you turn to for a sounding board? Your 
peers who are in the know, look to ASAE as a critical one-stop resource for the opportunity 
to network and brainstorm with fellow CEOs, obtain leadership and governance advice, 
infl uence legislative policy and provide staff with invaluable career tools. Whether you’re 
an established association C-level professional, or new to the role, consider ASAE as your 
toolkit for success.  Become a proud member of ASAE and unlock the C-level executive 
tools at asaecenter.org/CEOmembership.    

asaecenter.org/CEOmembership

CEOs?  C-level execs?  And my peers?

888.950.2723 / 202.371.0940 (in Washington, DC) Promo code: ‘CEO Promo’

Resources to
improve results

An instant network
of CEOs & peers

Insights on association
governance A legislative voice

for associations

To unlock the toolbox:
Use the code “CEO Promo”

Center for Association Leadership

Trade/Professional Print Ad
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Center for Association Leadership

Direct Mail

Still searching for your 
executive survival tool?

Find it all with ASAE membership.
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Center for Association Leadership

Direct Mail

Still searching for your 
executive survival tool?

Find it all with ASAE membership.

Still searching for your 
executive survival tool?

Find it all with ASAE membership.
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For Working Adults

Advance your career by visiting 
www.cambridgecollege.edu/info2, 
texting 617-997-1041, or calling 800-877-4723.

Undergraduate  |  Master of Education  |  Master of Education - Counseling Psychology

Master of Management  |  Doctor of Education  |  Interpreter Certificates

Cambridge College

Your career’s big break.

Any College

Invitation to spring break.

Cambridge College

Outdoor & Transit Display Ad
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For Working Adults

Advance your career by visiting 
www.cambridgecollege.edu/info2, 
texting 617-997-1041, or calling 800-877-4723.

Undergraduate  |  Master of Education  |  Master of Education - Counseling Psychology

Master of Management  |  Doctor of Education  |  Interpreter Certificates

Cambridge College

For those with an eye on the Board.

Any College

For those eyeing to board.

Cambridge College

Outdoor & Transit Display Ad
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For Working Adults

Advance your career by visiting 
www.cambridgecollege.edu/info2, 
texting 617-997-1041, or calling 800-877-4723.

Undergraduate  |  Master of Education  |  Master of Education - Counseling Psychology

Master of Management  |  Doctor of Education  |  Interpreter Certificates

Cambridge College

Place to better my career.

Any College

Home of the frat party.

Cambridge College

Outdoor & Transit Display Ad
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EPA - Energy Star

Consumer Print Ad
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Ristorante Massimo

Consumer Print Ads
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Ristorante Massimo

Collateral
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Persumma Financial

Consumer Print Ads
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Persumma Financial

Consumer Print Ads
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Persumma Financial

Consumer Print Ads
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Fidelity Investments

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Boeri Helmets

Consumer Print Ads
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Earth Footwear

Consumer Print Ads
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Dreyfus

Consumer Print Ads
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Dreyfus

Consumer Print Ads
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Dreyfus

Consumer Print Ads
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TMS Architects

Consumer Print Ad
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TMS Architects

Consumer Print Ad
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TMS Architects

Consumer Print Ad
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TMS Architects

Consumer Print Ad
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Todd English

Consumer Print Ads
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Todd English

In-Restaurant Promotions, Hotel Promotion
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Todd English

Consumer Print Ads
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Kettle Cuisine

Newspaper Insert
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Kettle Cuisine

Marketing Materials; Apparel, Wraps, In-Store
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Berkshire Grill (Ground Round)

Consumer Print Ads, Direct Mail
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Berkshire Grill (Ground Round)

Direct Mail
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Union Station

In-Restaurant Display
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Union Station

In-Restaurant Display, Print Ads
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CSNH

Corporate Brochure
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Leddy Group

Corporate Sleeve & Brochure
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Counterpart International

Corporate Sales Kit
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Counterpart International
Corporate Sales Kit - Inserts
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Hoist Away Bags

Web Design:  www.hoistawaybags.com

Handcrafted by 
boaters

Home          Our Story          Products          Shop          Sail Donors          E-News          Contact Us

Hoist Away Bags

©  2010 Hoist Away Bags     |   p: 207.361.4380   |   e:  laura@hoistawaybags.com   |   sign up for e-news check us out on
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TalentQuest Corporation

Web Design:  www.talentquestcorp.com

Home          Our Company          Expertise         Manage Your Career          Contact Us

copyright 2010 Talentquest Corporation   |   portsmouth, nh     |   p: 603.431.0070   e:  info@talentquestcorp.com   |   site by double-0 marketing check us out on

The right IT talent
When it comes to success in staffing for 
Information Technology, there’s an art to 
finding the right people. And a science to 
getting it done in the timeframe that you 
need. What you want is an executive 
search firm that goes above and beyond 
the role of recruiter.  You want a talent 
agency that understands the nuances of IT, 
has a proven history in the discipline and 
won’t quit until the right person is found.

The right fit
When it’s time to fill a staffing need, you 
don’t want just anyone.  You have a vision 
of the person who will be the right fit and 
anything else will fall short.  Identifying 
this person goes beyond recruitment. It 
involves comprehensive up-front research.  
You want a talent agency that will dedicate 
time to develop skill, experience, cultural, 
and personality criteria before even 
beginning the process of searching.

The right way
What’s the right way to get the best return 
on your staffing investment? You want a 
talent agency that gives you high-priority 
treatment and laser-focused attention.  
You want a team who knows the particular 
nuances and needs of IT placement – the 
platforms, positions, background and the 
intricacies of specific jobs. And a team 
who asks the right questions, including 
intangibles you hadn’t considered.
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Timberland Corporation

Online Banner Ad

Design Concept:  “Earthkeeper” boots are made from recycled materials.  The banner design demonstrates in an understandable and personal manner 

how Timberland’s technology is converting typical waste (in this case a water bottle) into footwear.
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Timberland Corporation

Online Banner Ad

Design Concept:  Timberland designed the innovative 
“Earthkeeper” boot line, made from recycled materials.  The 
banner design leverages the most notable icon of recycling and 
the motto “Reduce,. Reuse. Recycle” with its very own twist.

The recycled bottle morphs through the use of the recycle 
sysmbol, transforming itself into the Earthkeeper boot.
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Timberland Corporation

Online Banner Ad

Design Concept:  “Earthkeeper” boots are made from recycled materials.  The banner design demonstrates in a playful, nostalgic manner how

Timberland’s technology is converting old tires into footwear, circumventing this waste ending up in landfill.
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Timberland Corporation

Online Banner Ad

Design Concept:  The design 
highlights the youthful, edgy, 
aggressive nature of the “Mountain 
Athletics” shoe line.

Incorporating elements from the 
TV spot, the animation shows each 
animal sweeping in from the side, 
devouring the one before.

Note:  Double-0 creating another 
design simply using screen grabs 
from the TV spot, creating a frenetic 
“flipbook” effect that captured the 
mayhem of the man being chased 
by the wolves.  The response from 
Timberland executives, “It was so 
good we can’t do it!  The entire field 
staff will want this done in TV, point 
of sale and more.”
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Timberland Corporation

Online Banner Ad

Design Concept:  The banner design utilizes fashion photography to sell the lifestyle and aspirational tone of the products.
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Client: Counterpart International      Date: 4/28/11      Job #: CPI-11035
Project: Report Cover                Vers:  2 A
Size: 8.5” x 11”         Production: 4C /bleed 

Initiative to Promote Afghan Civil Society II  

QUARTERLY REPORT

Reporting Period: January-March 2011

Submitted to: USAID/Afghanistan

Counterpart International

Report Cover
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Commercial Architecture

D A
DESTEFANO ARCHITECTS

Ambiance makes the meal.

The ambience of a restaurant is often as important as the food it serves. That’s why, before
beginning a restaurant design, DeStefano Architects first gains an intimate understanding of
the chef or owner’s concept—from the menu offerings to the character the space should exude.

From the initial sketches, the concept is brought to life visually and spatially, ensuring that
aesthetics always align with the feasibility analysis. Because restaurants are often interior fit-
up projects, the logistics of kitchen design, seating capacity and table turn become just as
important as conforming to new building, zoning and life-safety codes. Throughout the
process, D|A represents the owners to see that health, fire and state liquor board
requirements are all met.

Finally, the perfect contractors and consultants are selected to help finalize the concept.
Through the precise coordination of kitchen, lighting and acoustical designers, D|A makes
certain sensory elements like color, texture, acoustics and ventilation all complement the
preparation and presentation of the chef’s creations.

By taking the time to become a true partner in the restaurant business, D|A has helped many
high-profile clients in the area transform a meal into a feast for the senses.

DeStefano Architects

Promotional Display
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Residential Architecture

D A
DESTEFANO ARCHITECTS

Designing a spectacular, spacious home that would take full advantage of ocean and salt
marsh views on opposing sides of a long, thin slice of sloping land was a challenge that
DeStefano Architects embraced.

To realize the full potential of the restrictive property, the firm designed a multi-level
structure. Varied rooflines were created to give the home the appearance of being
comfortably nestled in the landscape, while also enabling the home to remain in
proportion with the surrounding properties. Additional living space was gained by pulling
the garage closer to the street, and building a family room and expansive deck above it.

The homeowners now enjoy the gorgeous ocean views in privacy throughout the day,
because the home’s primary living spaces are concentrated on the ocean-facing side.
Bay windows are used throughout to further enhance the views and add depth to the rooms.

By offering unexpected and creative design options, DeStefano Architects was able to
bring out the scenic beauty of the narrow property and create what is truly a dream home.

Small Lot, Big Dreams

DeStefano Architects

Promotional Display
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Residential Architecture

D A
DESTEFANO ARCHITECTS

Lorem ipsum une wetang mebuiver terum, undart wensetang is mebui. If endera pernado
matasant at prilhis saurany pel, adioran is vancerait unes. Minar seduina at muibill for
peshdotani osi fenando. Momist heni der mtingna for ishben, sindart wen covern et
elanfree. 

Muhic soeudem de budfrean of calma predenate, duincre stat and vilnanos. At deactre
pir sellbany so elbeters gon nowmba. Feusti melay bertim lenwados is, dernu gel
stuigam, prianarge emna of balnretto. Minar seduina at mubilwen isder mtingna for
ishben, sundart wen, and wetang mebui ver seruhmts. Isder mtingna for ishben

pesdotani osi fenando. Neactre pirn sellbany, are calma predinat, suin crepstat is
bertim lenwados. Nores wetang mebui ver seruhmts. If endera pernado mata santhat
prilhis saurany pel, adioran is vancerait une. Minar seduina at muibill for peshdotani
osi fenand. Tomirden isder mtingna ati shben, sindart wencovern et elanfree. Muhic
soeudem de budfrean of calma pre-denate, suin crepstat and vilnanos. 

Headline, headline, headline...

DeStefano Architects

Promotional Display
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DeStefano Architects

Collateral - Travel Portfolio/Sell Sheet

Ambiance makes the meal.

The ambience of a restaurant is often as important as the food it serves. That’s why,
before beginning a restaurant design, DeStefano Architects first gains an intimate
unders tanding of  the chef  or owner’s  concept—from the menu of fer ings to the
character the space should exude.

From the initial sketches, the concept is brought to life visually and spatially, ensuring
that aesthetics always align with the feasibility analysis. Because restaurants are often
interior fit-up projects, the logistics of kitchen design, seating capacity and table turn
become just as important as conforming to new building, zoning and life-safety
codes. Throughout the process, D|A represents the owners to see that health, fire and
state liquor board requirements are all met.

Finally, the perfect contractors and consultants are selected to help finalize the
concept. Through the precise coordination of kitchen, lighting and acoustical
designers, D|A makes certain sensory elements like color, texture, acoustics and
ventilation all complement the preparation and presentation of the chef’s creations.

By taking the time to become a true partner in the restaurant business, D|A has
helped many high-profile clients in the area transform a meal into a feast for the senses.

Commercial Architecture

23 HIGH STREET PORTSMOUTH, NH 03801  P: 603–431–8701  F: 603–422–8707  WWW.DESTEFANOARCHITECTS.COM E-MAIL US: INFO@DESTEFANOARCHITECTS.COM
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Announcer: Free checks. Free ATMs. 
What’s your bank doing for you?

Girl 2 gives a sarcastic smile

Client:  Citizens Bank
TV Spot - “What’s your bank doing for you?”

Girl 1: Can I tell you something?

Girl 2: What?

Girl 1: I have never gotten this much 
attention before.

Girl 2: I don’t think mine knows I exist.

Girl 1: I never pay for anything.

Girl 2: I always pay.

Girl 1: Are you going in?

Girl 1: Definitely the best 
relationship I’ve ever been in.

Citizens Bank

TV Spot
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EPA / Energy Star

TV Spot for Home Office Div
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EPA / Energy Star

TV Spot for Lighting Div
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EPA / Energy Star

TV Spot for Homes Div
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Logo Design

1. Strategic consulting firm specializing in turning corporate environments around.

2. Commercial construction company.

3. Mexican taqueria restaurant.

4. Communications agency. 

1 2

3 4
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Logo Design

5. Corporate recruitment and placement in the IT segment.

6. Sub-brand of fire alarm systems for Easton Electronics.

7. Tourism & Travel brand for the Portsmouth Chamber of Commerce.

8. Higher education consulting agency. 

5

6

8

Portsmouth
7
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Logo Design

9. Personal training franchise group.

10. Waste treatment engineering firm in the municipal segment.

11. Corporate recruitment and placement in the IT segment.

12. Communications agency. 

9 10

® 

11 12
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Todd English

Consumer Print Ad
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Bruce Jewett Art Director

double 0 marketing Portsmouth, NH     January 2009 - Present
Freelance Creative Director / Marketing Strategist and Consultant
    Develop print and broadcast advertising, outdoor advertising, web design, online advertising, direct marketing and collateral       
    materials for a wide range of consumer brands, businesses and services.
    Responsible for high-level brand positioning and tactical marketing strategy.
    Creative marketing consultant for Timberland, Leddy Group/Work Opportunities, Creative Associates International, 
    AES Corporation, Marshmallow Fluff, Hoist Away Bags, Easton Electronics, Counterpart International & many more.

Fuze Communications, Portsmouth, NH
Yellow Steel, Portsmouth, NH
Cross-Media, Newburyport, MA
Mullen Advertising, Wenham, MA
Bozell Kamstra, Boston, MA
McDougall Associates, Peabody, MA

Highly proficient practical application of the Adobe Creative Suite - Photoshop, Illustrator, InDesign, Dreamweaver, Flash, and 
Microsoft Office products.  HTML experience, including raw coding and use of Dreamweaver.

In excess of 120 brands in eight-five plus categories.

agency experience

technical quiver

brand experience

contact c: 978.857.0103     bjewett@double0marketing.com     www.double0marketing.com


